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Global Market Strategy, NIM Solutions    February 2024 

The analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and processes referenced herein represent the views of the portfolio manager(s) as of the date indicated. These, as well as the 

portfolio holdings and characteristics shown, are subject to change. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material. 

FOMC Meeting Review: The Fed pushes out first rate cut

As broadly expected, the Fed left its policy settings 
unchanged at last week's FOMC meeting, with both the 
Fed funds target range [5.25%-5.50%] and the pace of 
QT maintained. However, after Powell's dovish tone in 
December, the rates market had been expecting him to 
give a clearer signal on the timing of rate cuts. Instead, 
he opted for a more balanced stance and pushed 
against a first interest rate cut taking place in March.  

Chair Powell stressed that while the Fed’s view is that 
inflation is headed towards the target, FOMC members 
prefer to continue taking a cautious and data-dependent 
approach to have “greater confidence” in that inflation 
will not flare back up or stabilize above the target. After 
all, activity continues to grow at an above trend pace 
and the labour market remains tight and supporting 
strong wages growth. The latest job report published at 
the beginning of February revealed that the US 
economy has probably not yet embarked on its soft 
landing. These latest developments justify the Fed 
keeping all the options open to avoid moving too 
prematurely into a rate-cutting cycle. 

While such communications are rather hawkish vis a vis 
what rate markets were expecting, overall markets have 
reacted quite modestly. Expectations for the first 
interest rate cut have somewhat been pushed out from 
March to May but not to the extent one would have 
thought after the Powell’s statement (see Figure 1). On 
a similar way, while initially the US dollar appreciated 
broadly, gains have already been paired back. All in all, 
such market action showcases scepticisms on Fed’s 
plans to delay rate cuts.  

Fig. 1: Fed funds rate futures-based probabilities for 

FOMC’s March & May meetings 

(Source: CME Group & NIM Solutions) 

 

 

Our take 

Powell’s hawkish message does not come as a 

surprise. We had already indicated our view that the 

dovish tone he had maintained at the December 

meeting had been premature and therefore it was likely 

to see him taking it back. Based on this last FOMC 

meeting, we maintain our view for the first rate cut we 

expect between June and July. By then, the labour 

market, and in turn wage growth, should have softened 

sufficiently for FOMC members to reach a sufficient 

"level of confidence" that services inflation will not pick 

up again and, hence, that inflation is sustainably 

heading towards the target. In addition, easing 

monetary policy conditions between now and the end of 

the first quarter should increase the likelihood of a soft 

landing for the US economy in 2024. In terms of next 

steps, the Fed will be looking for further confirmation in 

upcoming inflation data that prices are clearly 

moderating towards their 2% target. We also expect it 

to begin discussions on the pace of balance sheet 

reduction, or QT, at the March meeting, with no actual 

change until the May one. 

Asset Allocation Implications 

Since we continue to see the rates market getting too 

far ahead of itself in anticipating early rate cuts, shorter-

dated Treasury yields will likely drift higher as 

expectations for early Fed cuts are cut back, which 

could cause some equity market volatility in the short-

term.  

But our longer-run outlook for equities remains 

constructive if the disinflationary trend stays in place. 

From a positioning perspective, it makes sense to keep 

duration in line and hold some dry powder in cash to 

deploy if bond yields rise further from here on reduced 

easing hopes. 
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